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• Summary: overview of the nuclear industry in the frame of the
actual economic and energy environment, focusing on financing
and risk management of new nuclear build;

• Nuclear Energy in direct competition with other electricity
sources;

• Globalized and more competitive capital markets - diversity of

new instruments and financing schemes;

• Two major challenges for nuclear - the global economic crisis

and the consequence of the Fukushima accident.

Introduction
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• 21th Century Energy challenges: security of supply, industrial
competitiveness and reducing greenhouse gas emissions;

• By 2050 more energy, less CO2: global electricity demand is

expected to increase by about a factor of 2.5, and CO2 emissions

per unit of energy consumption must be reduced by a factor of 4;

• Energy Efficiency/ Conservation, Energy Mix Diversification and
Upgrading + CCS when mature – complementary ways forward;

• Nuclear energy has a strong potential to play an important role in
the future energy mix.

• Fukushima accident impact over the nuclear progress: projects
slowed down or suspended for unknown periods, but several
projects are still going ahead.

International Energy Context
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• 442 NPPs operating in 30 countries all over the world - 15% of the
world’s electricity :

― half of the electricity produced without CO2

― uncertainty subject to ‘stress tests’ rules.

• Nuclear Europe:

― 31% of the total electricity production/ 50% of the base load

― about 70% of the EU’s low-carbon electricity;

― fast reaction of EU after Fukushima:

� different attitudes at MS and European Institutions level;

� undesired political influence over the Regulatory Bodies;

� “stress tests” defined and the program will start soon.

Nuclear Industry Status and Prospects
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• EU New Build:

― four nuclear units under construction: FR (1); FI (1) and SK (2)
and more in preparation; however, delays noted;

― life extension is considered by several MS;

― BG and RO do not relay on one technology for emission
reduction; BG strong pro-nuclear political support;

― opposite approach of DE, IT and Switzerland.

• Asia still leads the way: RoK and India remaining the main drivers

• Russia and Ukraine are on track - large reactors under construction
and more planned;

• US - proposals for over 20 new 3rd generation reactors, but some
U.S. companies already decided to slow down nuclear projects;

• Achievements in Iran and United Emirates;

• Chile, Argentina, South Africa or MENA countries are moving
forward on the nuclear option.

Nuclear Industry Status and Prospects
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• Nuclear Safety is a permanent challenge for an effective nuclear
power programme. Significant improvement of the operational
safety indicators during the last 20 years;

• Transition to the 3rd generation of nuclear reactors;

Today and Future Challenges
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• Significant reduction of CDF in the range of 10-6 to 10-7;

Today and Future Challenges
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• Shortages of experienced personnel and loss of knowledge;

• Consolidation of the nuclear suppliers

• Other challenges to meet the requirements of the 21st century:

― waste management & disposal,

― Uranium resources,

― proliferation resistance, and implementation in developing
countries,

― developing of adequate infrastructures and

― economic competitiveness and financing.

Today and Future Challenges
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• Nuclear is competitive with coal and gas, and very insensitive to the
price of uranium:

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 
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• Investors and lenders are cautious because of:

― huge capital requirements and risks of cost overruns;

― regulatory uncertainties, complicated by Fukushima accident;

― long construction and capital recovery periods.

• Fukushima will complicate the financing and insurance frames, and
possibly affect the overall cost of the nuclear projects;

― before Fukushima, EC recognised that “the contribution of
nuclear energy, which currently generates around one third of
EU electricity and two thirds of its carbon-free electricity, must
be assessed openly and objectively” and “that EU must
continue to be a world leader in developing systems for safe
nuclear power”;

― EC post-Fukushima approach – nuclear a transition technology,
but one of the realities of the European energy mix.

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 
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• In FORATOM opinion, the EU decision-makers should ensure an
appropriate legal framework for long term financing of base-load,
non-carbon power projects, such as new nuclear projects:

― implement multi-source financing schemes( EURATOM, EIB);

― loan guarantees through AAA rated institution (DOE approach);

― equal treatment for all low/non-carbon technologies;

― intensive power consumers to be encouraged to make early
equity funding during construction period (sharing equity risk);

― direct loans granted to sponsors during construction and
refinanced by market loans in operation (phased financing);

― long term electricity contracts (PPA), co-investment and other
risk-sharing models to facilitate new nuclear build investment.

• None of the above would represent a subsidy and could be applied
to any new, advanced technology;

• For nuclear power, these financial schemes should be considered
as a temporary measure for the launching of GEN III in the EU;

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 
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• Different situations for nuclear plant financing:

― loan guarantees to secure financing (ex. DOE guarantees
provided to regulated utilities in US);

― parent companies support of back-up PPA provided to
unregulated commercial generating plant - require more equity
and less debt, and greater security for debt;

― “Investment” through partnerships of varied companies, like
Finnish cooperative Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) - in which TVO
is using proceeds from its existing two reactors, plus the third
once it is finished, to repay debt);

― re-concentration of power production may create competitive and
solid national actors allowing cash flows from operation to
support debt service for the new NPPs;

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 
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• Use of principles such as shared investment and phased financing
could mitigate that risk:

• Shared investment:

― proper risk allocation among stakeholders (Owners, Vendors,
Banks, Government): a key to successfully financing a nuclear
project:

� Cernavoda 3 & 4 concept considers a shared investment risk
approach among Nuclearelectrica, with the support of the
State, and private investors;

― Investors off-take the electricity generated (proportionally to the
stake in the project), at cost, and market it at their own risk;

� this allows also dealing with future electricity price volatility
risk and security of supply.

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 



• Phased financing:

– construction risk is the overriding risk for new nuclear units - the
main risk is completion on time & on budget;

– operation risk: Investors are more “comfortable” with the risks of
operation, basically reduced to operational and market risks
(revenue stream);

• Different financing phases may also have different capital structures:

− recourse to shareholders during construction phase;

− non-recourse financing may be used upon the beginning of
commercial operation.

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 
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• Also, sharing the construction risk between owner and contractor
could mitigate the financing risk:

― contractors are generally best equipped to absorb the risk of
construction delays;

― owners and financial institutions prefer turnkey EPC with fixed
construction schedules and fixed price, however at a higher
price, as the contractor accepts the project risks;

― if risks are assumed by the owners through a reimbursable or
“cost plus” contract type, then cost of the risk might be lower
as the risk cost is spread over the operating life.

• Project finance does not represent a viable solution for nuclear
projects.

Economic Competitiveness and Financing 



• Continues improvement through international cooperation, sharing
experience, good practices and lessons learned is a major driver for
increasing performance, including economic competitiveness;

• Through ‘stress tests’ the industry has to address lessons learned
from Fukushima - safety evaluation of NPPs is not started from zero;

• Regarding SEE region, the sharing equity risk and power user
investment looks to be a proper model, by attracting strong local
energy-intensive industries and local, national or multi-national
utilities, who will take the output of the plant at cost. Municipalities
participation, an option not enough explored!

• To increase the local utility participation, different tools may be
considered, including debt financing, IPO, bonds, equity investment
and in-kind contribution, if the case may be. If loan guarantees
instruments, will be available, and PPA will be acceptable, the
‘national’ share in the project will be more significant, with a positive
impact over the security of energy supply of the respective country.

Conclusions
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Thank you!


